prolonged states of stress and anxiety increase respiratory rate and decrease tidal 48 volume (33, 34, 36). Respiratory disturbances are an established sign of panic disorder 49 (see (25) for review). Sudden arousing acoustic stimuli produce rapid and dramatic 50 increase in respiratory rate in humans (27) . Paradoxically, very little is known about 51 the link between respiration and emotion in laboratory animals as most respiratory 52 animal studies have focused on homeostatic ponto-medullary mechanisms (9, 30). 53
54
Preclinical research has recently started investigating respiratory responses in animal 55 models of anxiety. Early studies lacked non-intrusive and precise techniques for 56 assessing respiratory indices in non-anesthetized animals. Among modern methods, 57 whole-body plethysmography represents a promising approach, as it is entirely non-58 invasive and thus does not introduce any confounding factors. Using this method, 59
Kinkead and colleagues have recently demonstrated that neonatal maternal separation 60 in rats provokes a respiratory phenotype in adulthood that presents many anxiety-61 related features. Such animals have altered respiratory responses to hypoxia (12) and 62 hypercapnia (13) , with the underlying mechanisms involving both alterations in the 63
66
There is currently limited information on relations between arousal or emotional states 67 and respiration in animals. In rats, sudden alerting stimuli of various sensory 68 modalities provoke vigorous respiratory responses (sniffing) (16, 24) . These responses 69 are likely linked with animals' anxiety state, as they are sensitive to anxiolytic drug 70
Diazepam (23) , and are significantly increased in rats with induced high-anxiety 71 behavior (32) . There are also substantial differences in respiratory pattern between rats 72 bred for low anxiety behavior compared to animals bred for high anxiety behavior (5) . 73
The brains substrate of the anxiety-related respiratory responses is poorly understood. 74
Our present work is focused on the amygdala -a key neuronal structure in processing 75 fear and anxiety. There is firm evidence, both in humans and animals, that the 76 amygdala mediates stress-induces cardiovascular responses (22) . In fact, involvement 77 of the amygdala in conditioned fear response was established by assessing 78 cardiovascular parameters (1, 15) . There is also some evidence obtained in 79 anesthetized animals that suggests that the amygdala may mediate stress-induced 80 respiratory response (19), but this has never been directly studied. 81
82
In contrast to well-documented involvement the amygdala in cardiovascular responses 83 to various stressors, only few animal studies provide evidence for the link between the 84 amygdala and the respiratory function. Specifically, electrical or pharmacological 85 activation of the amygdala resulted in increases in respiratory parameters in 86 anaesthetized mice (38) . Electrical stimulation of the amygdala in awake rabbits has 87 also resulted in an increase of respiratory rate (2) . Likewise, electrical stimulation of 88 presentation of six brief acoustic stimuli of progressively increasing intensity (500 140 msec white noise; 50-ms rise and 50-ms fall duration (40-90 dB intensity) followed by 141 a 30-s light stimulus (2000 lux). These stimuli were presented at 3-4-min inter-142 stimulus intervals as shorter intervals resulted in habituation. All stimuli were 143 presented when animals were awake, quiet, and their breathing was slow (<150 cpm) 144 and regular (without obvious accelerations or decelerations) for at least 10 seconds. 145
Subsequently, rats were subjected to a restraint stress with respiratory assessment. For 146 this, they were removed from the plethysmograph, placed inside a tight metal mesh 147 and then placed back inside the plethysmograph for the final 15 min of recording. 148
149

Data acquisition and analysis 150
Analog respiratory (pressure) and motor data were continuously sampled at 1 kHz and 151 recorded using PowerLab 4SP data acquisition system (ADInstruments, Sydney, 152 Australia). Respiratory rate was computed online with subsequent off-line verification 153 using LabChart software (Version 7.1, ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia). We also 154 determined relative changes in tidal volume provoked by sensory and stressful stimuli. 155
We were unable to assess the absolute values of tidal volume as this required 156 measurements of body temperature and chamber air humidity. However, we assumed 157 that for short-term recordings, as in the case of acoustic and visual stimuli, these 158 variables were constant and thus changes in chamber pressure were only determined 159 by inspiratory and expiratory movements. Tidal volume changes were quantified as % 160 of variation compared with baseline. analyzed by within-subjects ANOVAs (stimulus intensity x pre-treatment). If these 211
ANOVAs indicated a significant main effect of drug on one of the dependent 212 variables, we performed pairwise comparisons of main effects of drugs. Subsequently, 213 stimulus intensity, three 6x2 (3x2 for Latency) ANOVAs were performed. If one of 217 these ANOVAs indicated a significant main effect of drug or a significant interaction 218 between the stimulus intensity and drug pre-treatment, post LSD tests were performed 219 between the drug pre-treatments. 220
221
Light stimulus 222
Mean values of respiratory rate (RespR mean ) and tidal volume (Vt) were determined for 223 two 30-s intervals -one immediately before presentation of light and one during the 224 light stimulus. We firstly performed paired t-tests for these two values for saline pre-225 treatment to describe a general pattern of response to this stimulus. Secondly, we 226 computed delta respiratory rate (Δ RespR mean ) and delta tidal volume (Δ Vt) for each 227 rat as differences between the interval during the presentation of the light stimulus and 228 the baseline. Lastly, we performed one-way within-subjects ANOVAs for Δ RespR mean 229 and Δ Vt with post-hoc LSD test. 230
231
RESULTS
232
Respiratory pattern during acclimatization period 233
An 8x3 within subjects ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of time on the 234 mean respiratory rate during the acclimatization period, F (7, 49) = 11.904, p < .001. 235
After being placed into the plethysmograph, rats displayed an elevated respiratory rate 236 of 214±21 cpm on the saline trials during the first 5 minutes, which gradually declined 237 to 122±18 cpm during the last 5-minute interval of the 40-minute acclimatization; this 238 proportional to the stimulus intensity, ranging from +13 ± 9 cpm in response to the 257 lowest intensity stimulus to +276 ± 67 cpm in response to the 90 dB stimulus. 
Respiratory responses to restraint stress. 307
In the trials with saline pre-treatment, restraint stress significantly elevated the mean 308 respiratory rate (RespR mean ; from 85 ± 6 to 157 ± 7 cpm, t (7) = 4.678, p = .001), the 309 dominant respiratory rate (RespR dom ; from 78 ± 3 to 129 ± 10 cpm, t (7) = 3.802, p = 310
.004) and the fraction of high-frequency respiratory rate (%HF; from 3.1 ± 2.5% to 311 13.8 ± 2.4%, t (7) = 3.700, p = .004) during the first 5 minutes of restraint. An example 312 of a raw trace of respiratory rate recording is presented in Figure 6A . A similar pattern 313 = .767, p = .234 (Fig. 6B) , and significantly attenuated the increase in RespR dom , t (7) 316 = 3.094, p = .009 (Fig. 6C) , and %HF, t (7) = 2.020, p = .042 (Fig. 6E) . Respiratory 317 rate during the first 5-minute interval of restraint stress after the control muscimol 318 microinjection dorsal to the amygdala was significantly lower than that after saline 319 pre-treatment (t (7) = 2.176, p = .033), but higher than that after muscimol to the 320 amygdala microinjection (t (7) = 3.157, p = .008). Our study was focused on the amygdala -a key brain region structure involved in 361 processing fear and anxiety. Recent brain imaging data confirm involvement of the 362 amygdala in panic disorder in humans (see (8) 
for review). Despite firmly established 363
animal and human studies provide evidence that the amygdala may be involved in 365 respiratory control (see Introduction). One early work where this has been directly 366 confirmed reported that surgical lesion of the amygdala in two epileptic patients 367 resulted in a decrease in respiratory rate response to anticipatory anxiety (20) 
during restraint clearly indicates that the integrity of its neuronal circuitry is essential 375 for respiratory activation during stress and arousal. Our results also suggest that the 376 extent of the amygdala involvement in this activation depends on the intensity of a 377 stressor. Indeed, inhibitory effects of the amygdala blockade were more prominent 378 during restraint (potent stressor) than during acclimatization (milder stressor). 379
Likewise, the intensity-dependent effect of the blockade was evident during acoustic 380 stimulation, with no influence of the amygdala inhibition on respiratory responses to 381 the low-intensity acoustic stimuli, and with substantial attenuation of responses to the 382 stimuli of higher intensity. 383
384
Effects of inhibition of the amygdala on respiration during acclimatization period 385
During the "acclimatization" period we observed a clear time-dependent decrease in 386 the trends of mean and dominant respiratory rates. It must be noted that this period 387 does not represent true baseline but rather reflects a response to a novel environment 388 could be due to the time-dependent dissipation of the anxiety state. We did not observe 390 any effects of the amygdala inhibition on the mean and dominant respiratory rate, 391 which is probably due to the relatively low potency of this stressor. However, we did 392 find that inhibition of the amygdala reduced the %HF. Interestingly, this result 393 contradicts our previous finding that high anxiety is associated with a reduction in the 394 %HF (5). An increase in the %HF (that includes sniffing) could be attributed to greater 395 exploratory behavior or due to an increase in other motor behaviors (eg. grooming). 396
Both of these behaviors increase mean respiratory rate, predominantly by increasing 397
%HF (16). Exploratory behavior was generally observed at the beginning of 398
"acclimatization", when the rat placed into the new environment has likely elevated 399 anxiety. Grooming, however, was observed after the rat has habituated to the new 400 environment. Therefore, a relationship between the %HF and animals' anxiety state 401 could be biphasic, with high anxiety/fear levels being associated with a very low mean 402 respiratory rate and zero %HF due to ultrasonic vocalizations (as observed in (3) and 403 (37)). Medium anxiety/arousal levels might be linked with a high %HF due to 404 exploratory sniffing. Low anxiety levels, however, could be associated with either a 405 low %HF rate during quiet rest or a high %HF during grooming, which is exhibited 406 more often during low anxiety state (17). 407
408
Effects of inhibition of the amygdala on respiratory responses to alerting stimuli 409
Acoustic stimuli evoked transient increases in respiratory rate, in accordance with our 410 previous reports (16, 24). In the current study we demonstrated that the magnitude of 411 these tachypneic responses is related to the intensity of the acoustic stimuli, whereas 412 their latency is inversely proportional to the intensity. Of major relevance is the fact 413 amygdala blockade is similar to the effects of anxiolytic Diazepam observed in our 415 previous study (23) . We can speculate that the mechanisms behind these two findings 416 are similar in that inhibition of the amygdala mimics the "anxiolytic-like" effect of 417 diazepam on the behavior and respiration. It is also important to note that the pattern 418 of respiratory response to acoustic stimuli in rats is remarkably similar to that observed 419 in humans -a very brief, sharp increase followed by a period of slightly elevated 420 respiratory rate (27) . A difference in these responses between humans and rats is the 421 temporal dimension of it. In humans this response was observed 1-2 seconds after 422 stimulus onset, while in rats the latency was about one order shorter. Such differences 423
can be attributed to differences in the size and flexibility of the system, length in 424 conducting pathways as well as basal differences in respiratory rhythms, as humans' 425 resting respiratory rate is approximately 12-15 cycles per minute, while rats' resting 426 respiratory rate is varies from 80 to 100 cycles per minute. 427
428
Another novel finding of our study is the sensitivity of tidal volume responses to the 429 amygdala blockade. Tidal volume responses to alerting stimuli in conscious animals 430 were previously assessed in only one study (5) . Presentation of predator calls and cat 431 odor produced significant increases in tidal volume, but there were no differences in 432 these responses between high-and low-anxiety animals. In the current study, animals 433 follow a bimodal distribution with a low-frequency peak indicating a resting 454 respiratory rate and a high-frequency peak indicating a respiratory rate during motor 455 activity. The current experiments further extends this finding and suggest that at least 456 the low-frequency peak is related to animals' anxiety state, as it was significantly 457 elevated during restraint and was significantly reduced by inhibition of the amygdala. 458
This finding is line with our previous study, in which rats selectively bred for high 459 anxiety exhibited a significantly higher dominant respiratory rate during restraint than 460 low anxiety rats (5). However, high-anxiety rats exhibited a significantly lower %HF 461 than low anxiety rats in this study, which is against findings of the current study. This 462 could be explained by high-anxiety rats exhibiting freezing and "helplessness"exhibiting a lower %HF than low-anxiety rats. It is thus evident that assessment of the 465 mean respiratory rate and the %HF has certain methodological problems, as both 466 indices are highly susceptible to influences of motor activity. Assessment of the 467 dominant respiratory rate, on the other hand, overcomes that problem and provides a 468 more accurate index that is not contaminated by locomotion. Indeed, our findings in 469 regards to changes in dominant respiratory rate in response to various stressors are in 470 line with human studies that assessed respiratory rate during various laboratory 471 stressors (33, 34, 36). Similarly to these human studies, we have observed elevated 472 respiratory rate during presentation of a prolonged stressor. 473
474
Neural pathways that mediate amygdala-dependent respiratory changes. 475
The exact neuronal pathways connecting the amygdala with the ventral respiratory 476 group and/or the pontine respiratory group that generate respiratory neural outflow are 477 currently unknown. Dense projections from the central amygdaloid to the dorsomedial 478 hypothalamus might be involved in mediating this response (6) . This view is supported 479 by strong "anxiolytic-like" effects of inhibition of the dorsomedial hypothalamus on 480 both behavioral (28) and autonomic indices (29) . Furthermore, existence of distinct 481 neuronal subpopulations in the dorsomedial hypothalamus mediating specific 482 autonomic functions (heart rate, arterial pressure, respiration, etc.) supports the idea 483 that dorsomedial hypothalamus integrates information from various sources, including 484 the amygdala, in order to produce a coordinated pattern of autonomic response (7, 35) . 485
486
In the current experiment we have targeted the central nucleus of the amygdala. 487
Electrical stimulation of this subnucleus of the amygdala has been shown to elicit an 488 muscimol microinjection into the central amygdala on the adjacent basolateral 490 subnucleus of the amygdala, this subnucleus does not have projections to the 491 dorsomedial hypothalamus (6) , which are believed to mediate the observed respiratory 492 rate responses. Furthermore, neurons within the basolateral amygdala that are involved 493 in autonomic regulation are believed to be under tonic GABAergic inhibition (31) and 494 therefore they would not be sensitive to even further GABAergic inhibition. The 495 medial subnucleus of the amygdala, on the other hand, has projections to the 496 dorsomedial hypothalamus and can potentially contribute to the observed inhibition of 497 respiratory rate responses. However, this subnucleus is not in close proximity of the 498 central amygdala. If muscimol microinjection into the central amygdala did have some 499 effect on the medial amygdala, such effect would have been minimal. Therefore, we 500 believe that blockade of the central amygdaloid nucleus rather than other nuclei was 501 mainly responsible for the inhibition of the respiratory responses to the stressful 502 stimuli and restraint stress. 503
504
Significance and perspectives 505
Our results clearly demonstrate that the integrity of the amygdala is essential for full 506 expression of respiratory responses to arousing stimuli and to stressful environment. 507
Assessment of respiratory arousal responses has a number of advantages compared 508
with assessment of other autonomic indices during various stresses. Firstly, compared 509 to commonly used cardiovascular indices, respiratory changes are more sensitive as 510 they have lower thresholds (23) . Secondly, the onset of these respiratory responses is 511 in the same range as latencies of evoked potentials, and thus they provide a "real-time" 512 window in the brain activity. Lastly, the relative magnitude of respiratory rate22 responses is much greater compared to other autonomic indices or of evoked 514 potentials, making this index readily assessable and quantifiable on single-trial 515
experiments. This methodology is also simple and non-invasive. Given demonstrated 516 links between respiration and anxiety state, as discussed earlier, the current 517 methodology can potentially be used as a non-invasive measure of anxiety in animals 518 that is directly translatable to humans. A histogram of acclimatization period of the same rat with the x-axis displaying respiratory rate and the y-axis indicating time that was spent at a particular respiratory rate. Respiratory rate is remarkably variable, but the dominant respiratory rate (i.e. a respiratory frequency that the rat spent most time on) is stable. Percentage of high-frequency respiratory rate (%HF) was calculated as a proportion between the area under the curve between 250 and 650 cpm respiratory rates (gray area) and the total area under the curve (gray and white area). Microinjection of muscimol to the amygdala significantly decreased the mean (B) of respiratory rate during all three 5-minute intervals of restraint. Also, blockade of the amygdala significantly decreased the dominant respiratory rate (C) as well as the percentage of high frequency respiratory rate (E) during the first 5-min epoch of the restraint. Muscimol microinjection significantly decreased the coefficient of variability of respiratory rate (D) during the second and third 5-minute interval, but not during the first. Each data point represents a mean of 30 seconds of 8 rats after saline (dotted black line) or muscimol (solid black line) bilateral microinjection into the amygdala or after muscimol bilateral microinjection dorsal to the amygdala (dotted gray line). * -significant difference with p < .05; ** -significant difference with p < .01; *** significant difference with p < .001. Figure 7 . Microinjection of muscimol to the amygdala significantly decreased the deltas of the mean of respiratory rate (A) during the first and second 5-minute interval of restraint and of the dominant respiratory rate (B) during the first 5-minute interval of restraint. Blockade of the amygdala has also significantly decreased the delta of the %HF (D) during all three intervals of restraint. Inhibition of the amygdala did not affect the delta of coefficient of variability of respiratory during the restraint (C). Each data point represents a mean of 30 seconds of 8 rats after saline (dotted black line) or muscimol (solid black line) bilateral microinjection into the amygdala or after muscimol bilateral microinjection dorsal to the amygdala (dotted gray line). * -significant difference with p < .05; ** -significant difference with p < .01. 
